WILL IT FIT GUIDE
It’s exciting to get new furniture! We want your delivery to run
as smoothly as possible, so we’ve put together this easy to use
measuring guide for you.

Step 1 – Packaged and unpackaged measurements
Find both sets of the measurements of your chosen piece of furniture on the
Dimensions section, and note them here. Whilst many of our items arrive fully
assembled, some of our larger pieces do come in multiple parts.
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Step 2 – Your furniture’s route
Take time to walk your piece of furniture’s access route through to your chosen room.
Take down pictures from walls, and low lampshades. You might want to cover your
wooden ﬂoor or carpets to protect them against accidental dirt or scuffs.
Measure narrower spaces and check them against the packaged measurements of
your new piece of furniture. The item’s box can be rotated to ﬁt through tight turns as
long as:
a) the ceiling height is bigger than the depth of the box.
b) the height of the box is smaller than the width of the gap.

! When you’re measuring, take account of obstacles like radiators, or anything

fixed to the wall – shelves or handrails for instance. You don’t want to hit any
light fittings, either. Our delivery teams are not able to lift heavy packages over
obstacles above waist height, so check your order will fit around bannisters

Step 3 – Record measurements
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Doorways

Stairs

A Front door frame height:

H Narrowest stairway width:

B Front door frame width:

J Space between top of bannister and
ceiling:

C Narrowest internal door frame height:
D Narrowest internal door frame width:

K Floor to ceiling height on tight corners
or stair return:

Hallways

Lifts

E Ceiling height at narrowest point:

Doorway height:

F Width at narrowest point:

Doorway width:

G Depth at narrowest point:

Depth of lift:

Remember, we have four delivery options. They include delivery to your
doorstep, or to your room of choice. With Premium Delivery, we’ll set up your
furniture where you want it and then take the packaging away.
If you want to talk through anything on this guide, our Customer Services
team is here to help on 0800 440 2254, 9am–6pm, Monday – Saturday.
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